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Overview and Instructions
This workbook is a companion to the Peak Performance simulation, and is designed as a self-reflection guide.
Much of our ability to communicate effectively relies on our emotional intelligence, or our ability to regulate our
own behavior and influence the behavior of others. By reflecting on your responses in this exercise, you can
improve your awareness of both of these dimensions.
Through this reflection process, try to identify and objectively evaluate both your strengths and vulnerabilities.
As these trends emerge, focus on what specific areas would help you most improve your ability to
communicate and work with others more effectively.
Our ability to effectively communicate relies on both “What we say” as well as “How we say it.” While our
content needs to be clear, concise, and appropriate, it also has to be delivered in a way that facilitates results.
An important part of this reflection process is to consolidate your insights into an actionable plan. This is by far
the most important part of the exercise, because it specifically addresses what you can do to become a
more effective health care provider.

INSTRUCTIONS
Please read each of the following sections and respond to the reflection questions provided. Pages 5-19 are
for reference and do not need to be completed (this section provides an opportunity to reflect on your individual
responses). Remember, this not a test, but rather an opportunity to explore ways to improve your
interpersonal effectiveness.
If you are completing an electronic version of this workbook, all input fields are highlighted in grey. These
include checkboxes as well as reflective questions. Be sure to save your final document before closing.
Remember that the real power of the reflection process is actually using your insights. As you complete this
process, please continue to ask yourself, “What can I do differently to be even more effective?”
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Part 1 – Priorities and Action
Prioritization is an ongoing process of evaluating both URGENCY and IMPORTANCE. While urgency tends to
be more time-driven, importance focuses on achieving higher-level goals. For instance, a rapid response to a
medical emergency is definitely urgent, but the impact of that response on the team and their ability to work
together in the future is important. We always run the risk of being controlled by the urgent at the cost of the
important.
Below you will find a list of the highest priority clinical & professional development items in this exercise as
ranked by a panel of experts (52 practicing physicians). Please complete the first column and review the
experts rationale. As you reflect on your rankings, please note any observations or insights below.
Highest Priority Clinical items based on 52 survey responses from practicing physicians:
Check if
in your
top 5

Item#

Experts Rationale

1

“Gut feeling” from an experienced nurse/health care provider needs to be addressed

4

Potential discharge mistakes need to be corrected to prevent risk to patient

2

Significant level of uncertainty in categorizing and reporting symptoms

8

High-stakes patient-provider communication

22

Triangulation in communication that includes father and pharmacist

Highest Priority Professional Development items based on 52 survey responses from practicing physicians:
Your
Ranking

Item#

Experts Rationale

18

Ranked #6 – Need to be responsive to be a competitive fellowship applicant

19

Ranked #13 – Your credentials are at risk… jeopardizes your standing in the program

REFLECTION:
Describe the process or rationale that you used to prioritize items in this project:

List 3 insights regarding prioritization that you need to remember:
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Part 2 – Evaluating Your Responses
Using the following reference material, review your responses and reflect on how you might have approached
each situation more effectively. The information provided here is not intended to give the “one correct answer,”
but rather offer a perspective that you may not have considered. Remember, the goal is to continue
developing your ability to communicate clearly and effectively.
AFTER reflecting on your responses (using pages 5-19 as reference), please respond to the following.
REFLECTION:
Medical teams change quickly and frequently, which can create obstacles to effective teamwork. Identify one
such situation in this exercise and discuss how you could proactively minimize this disruption.

Effective feedback is essential for promoting positive change in both teams and individuals. Identify one
situation where feedback was important in this simulation and discuss how to make it most effective.

In many ways, communication is the key to our professional success. List 3 insights that you’ve gained
through this refection process that you feel are important to your ability to communicate effectively.
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Part 2 – cont. (Response Reference)
This section is provided as a resource to help you reflect on how you might have approached each situation
more effectively. The information provided is not intended to give the “one correct answer,” but rather offer a
perspective that you may not have considered. Remember, the goal is to continue developing your ability to
communicate clearly and effectively.

Pages (most recent at top)

Item #:

1

5:30pm

FYI - Lauren Price’s (3107) fever is still
low-grade, but I’m concerned about how
she looks – Justine, RN
Backstory:
Lauren is scheduled for discharge tomorrow.
She’s had a low-grade fever for the past 24 hours,
but nothing of concern based on labs.

Trust & Positive Feedback
Justine has earned the trust and respect of her
colleagues, but this has developed over time.
Just like a bank account, every positive event
equates to a deposit. However, for some, their
withdraws exceed their deposits, and trust is
broken. Trust changes how we perceive
information or requests, but always remember,
trust is a two-way street. Did you:
q Acknowledge their input (“Thanks for
passing this along.”)
q Acknowledge their value (“I really value
and respect your opinion.”)
q Communicate the impact (“I’ll check-in
with her before I leave today.”)
NOTE: all 3 of the above represent deposits that
will encourage Justine to continue contributing as
a valued resource.

Item #:

2

5:29pm

I’m still worried about John Gill. He ‘s still
complaining about numbness - Zack
Backstory:
John was admitted 4 days ago with an abdominal
pain related to a construction accident. Treatment
has been smooth with no complications. Zack
continues to raise this issue of numbness, but
you’ve discussed it with both the patient and your
attending, and feel it’s normal.

Managing Extraneous Information
Filtering through extraneous information is always
a challenge, and even more so when time is
limited. One important component is to consider
the source. Zack, for example, is known for
fixating on an issue and not letting it go, so when
he raises a concern, a certain level of skepticism is
appropriate. However, to totally discount the
information is unacceptable. Strive to find ways to
validate their perspective such as:
q Reference a baseline (“Compared to this
morning when we did rounds and
discussed this.”)
q Identify the scale (“Has the numbness
become worse?”)
q Identify the scope (“Has the numbness
spread?”)
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Item #:

3

4:33pm

Call me before you leave today. Need to
make sure rounds are tight tomorrow - AS
Backstory:
Alex tends to micromanage when not kept well
informed. You’re still getting used to his style and
expectations.

Being Delegated To
It’s not uncommon to feel micro-managed when
being delegated to, but we often forget that the
other person is still responsible for our
performance. One of the best ways to gain more
trust and autonomy is to proactively share plans,
information, and updates. When you take the
time to communicate, there’s a better likelihood
that they’ll trust your approach and performance.
Did you:
q Take personal responsibility (“Absolutely.
I’m working on that now.”)
q Identify your plan (“I’ve already told
everyone how important this is, and we’re
all coming in early tomorrow to prep.”)
q Focus on open communication (“If I forget
to keep you posted on things like this,
please let me know.”)

Item #:

4

4:06pm

Check Lauren Price’s chart. Wrong meds
for discharge - Alex
Backstory:
When you reviewed your notes, you realize that
Phillip didn’t add a new prescription to the patient’s
chart. It was an easy mistake because the team
discussed several options during rounds. Even
though there are few if any medical consequences,
Phillip should have clarified this during rounds.

Recovering From Mistakes
Everyone makes mistakes, but how you react to
mistakes is what really counts. Do you accept
responsibility and move on, or focus on blaming
others? Accountability builds trust, allows for
personal growth, and facilitates open
communication. Did you:
q Accept responsibility (“I’m sorry Alex.
When I reviewed her chart, I found that we
had left off her new medication.”)
q Watch your excuses (“I was definitely
distracted, but should have still caught the
mistake.”)
q Clarify action (“We’ve already updated her
charts and will pay more attention to
reviewing all changes in the future.”)
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Item #:

5

3:58pm

Just checked vitals on Lauren Price
(3107). All looks good other than the lowgrade fever – Justine, RN
Backstory:
none

Information vs Action
Not every communication warrants an action, or
acknowledgement. However, always remember
that without a response, the sender cannot be
sure the communication was even received (i.e.,
sending a message is just an action, not
communication). Sometimes even a short “Got it”
or “Thanks” can be important.

Item #:

6

2:46pm

Consult for pt Jerry Brown (2708). EKG
looks good. No change in meds required
– Sarah 919-123-4747
Backstory:
Jerry Brown has been fighting a respiratory
infection. Routine EKG showed some
irregularities. You ordered a cardiac consult this
morning. Alex was expecting you to prescribe a
blood thinner.

Collaboration
Collaboration and teamwork involves both process
and results. Without this balance, the team will
struggle. When decisions need to be made, it’s
important to consider who on the team needs to be
involved, informed, or asked for approval. If the
process breaks down, then results will suffer. Did
you:
q Engage the right people (“Alex, I know we
had discussed changing Jerry Brown’s
medication.”)
q Clarify the problem (“Cardiac said
Coumadin was not needed.”)
q Verify next steps (“So I am not going to
prescribe a blood thinner unless you have a
different opinion.”)
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Item #:

7

2:16pm

Pharmacy called. Can John Gill (1034)
use Tagament rather than Zantac –
Justine, RN
Backstory:
John was admitted 4 days ago with abdominal
pain related to a construction accident. He’s been
on a restricted diet since then. As he’s
transitioning back to a normal diet, he’s been
showing signs of gastroesophageal reflux. The
pharmacist may be concerned about interaction
with naproxen after discharge,

Efficient and Direct
Remember, communication should be driven by
your expected outcome. In many situations, the
content is far more important than the context. In
these situations, strive for clear, concise, and
accurate communication. Was your
communication:
q Clear
q Concise
q Accurate

Item #:

8

1:41pm

Stephanie Tice would like to talk with you
about the oncology consult – Robin, RN
Backstory:
Stephanie is 14 and has been in the hospital for
over 3 weeks fighting an array of symptoms. The
team noticed several inconspicuous lumps this
morning and ordered an oncology consult as a
precaution to rule out cancer. This was not
communicated to either her or her parents so as
not to raise unnecessary concern. This past week
has been particularly rough on the family because
her grandmother just passed (from cancer).

Professional Presence
How do you balance honesty with sensitivity? Full
transparency is rarely the most appropriate or
effective option, especially when it involves
considerable unknowns. But there is a difference
between choosing what information to share and
giving false answers to direct questions. In this
situation, did you:
q Respect confidentiality (“Stephanie, I may
need to talk with your parents first before
answering your questions.”)
q Provide perspective (“With all of the
problems you’ve had, we want to make
sure that we don’t overlook anything.”)
q Be direct (“We ordered these tests because
we noticed a few irregular lumps.”)
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Item #:

9

1:24pm

Please schedule consult times with nurses
so as not to disrupt their schedules –
O.Gray *42249
Backstory:
Several questions came up during rounds that
needed to be confirmed with the nurses. Because
the floor was so busy today, you were only able to
catch them during lunch. You knew it was a bad
time, but you needed the information. You did
your best to be quick and respectful.

Accepting Feedback
Most of us tend to get defensive when someone
gives us feedback. What we forget is that our
reaction often dictates what happens next. Does
it turn into a conversation, or a confrontation?
Before reacting, always consider the
consequences. Did you:
q Accept responsibility (“I’m sorry for
interrupting the nurses during their busiest
time of the day.”)
q Watch your excuses (“I needed to verify
some patient information, but I could have
found a better time.”)
q Focus on action (“I will definitely try to
schedule consult time in the future.”)
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Text Messages (most recent at top)

Item #:

10

5:27pm

From: Phillip Grey

Hey Chris, I have to leave immediately
after sign-out to pick up my son from
daycare. I told Alex I would check in on
patients in 1102 and 1112 before I left.
Do you mind checking in to see if there
have been any changes? Thanks
buddy
Backstory:
During rounds you had mentioned to Phillip that
you have a commitment tonight.

Accountability and Respect
Respect isn’t just about the big things, it includes
the little things that can often seem insignificant in
the moment. But these subtle indiscretions can
send powerful messages, as can your responses
to these situations. When responding, remember
that people believe what they see over what they
hear, and when both signals match (i.e.,
congruence between words and actions), your
overall message is 80% more effective. Did you:
q Leverage your values and common history
(“I’m sorry, but I had mentioned earlier that
I also have a commitment, and besides,
I’m not comfortable doing something you
promised to Alex.”)
q Consider consequences (“But both
patients definitely need to be checked up
on before we leave.”)
q Explore alternatives (“How about you
check on 1102 and I’ll check on 1112?
And could you please let Alex know what’s
going on… he likes to be kept informed.”)

Item #:

11

5:03pm

From: Ariel Scott

I just found out that I have to attend a
seminar at school tomorrow morning. I
should be in by 11. I let Anne know and
she has it on the schedule.

Backstory:
You’ve been giving the team more responsibility,
including managing their own schedule changes.
Your only requirement has been that they handle
any changes directly with Anne, and that they keep
you informed.

Positive Feedback
Have you ever noticed that sometimes the only
feedback we get is negative? Positive feedback is
actually far more effective. Using the SBIA model
as a guide, did you:
q Link to a specific SITUATION (“I really
appreciate your text.”)
q Reference the BEHAVIOR (“Keeping Anne
and myself informed is perfect.”)
q Consider the IMPACT (“It demonstrates
that having you manage your own schedule
was the right decision.”)
q Focus on ACTION (“Keep up the great
work.”)
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Item #:

12

3:32pm

From: Alex Summers

Elena and I were talking about rounds
this morning and didn’t feel like you
were working very well as a team. It
didn’t seem like everyone was on the
same page, and were basically
competing with one another. I’d like to
see more of a team effort tomorrow.
Backstory:
This has been a tough rotation for you. It’s been
extremely demanding and the team hasn’t gelled
as well as other teams you’ve been on. Maybe
it’s just a different mix of personalities.

Leading a Team
Some teams just work, while others require more
attention. Strong leaders don’t rely on chance
and luck, but rather deliberately build an
environment that gives that specific team the best
chance possible to succeed. Did you suggest a
way to:
q Clarify goals and expectations (“Let’s take
a minute to make sure we have the same
expectations of one another.”)
q Build shared responsibility (“We’re going
to do a quick debrief as a team after every
set of rounds and discuss what we did well
as a team and what we still need to work
on.”)
q Better understand who is on the team
(“Also, lets take 5 minutes to have
everyone share one way the rest of us can
best communicate with them.”)
q Develop a sense of pride and identity (“I
think this can be a truly exceptional team if
we all support one another.”)

Item #:

13

2:32pm

From: Mom

Hey sweetie. Are you going to make it to
your brother’s party tonight?

Backstory:
Because of your workload, you’ve been missing a
lot of family commitments lately. Everyone
understands, but it’s still been tough. You
frequently drop into “radio silence” and don’t even
return calls for several weeks at a time.

Managing Commitments
Most of us want to do it all, but few of us actually
have the time. Managing commitments is an
important aspect of both our personal and
professional lives. Often the challenge is less
about what we choose to do, and more about how
we manage that decision. Rather than making
excuses, accept responsibility and communicate
clearly. Did you:
q Establish clear priorities (“I’m really sorry
mom, but school is my priority right now.”)
q Communicate (“Unfortunately I’m not going
to be able to go to the party tonight.”)
q Accept responsibility (“I know I haven’t
been able to return calls, but I’m always
thinking about you.”)
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Item #:

14

2:09pm

From: Alex Summers

Chris, we jumped into rounds very
quickly today. In the future, can you
give me a quick 5-minute overview on
the top priorities for the day before
rounds begin? Thanks.

Backstory:
You managed rounds this morning the same way
you have for the past 2 weeks.

Jump Starting New Teams
New teams, and even new team members (such
as Alex just starting a few days ago) take time to
get used to. The quicker we can facilitate this
process, the less time is lost in navigating the
unknown. Building team alignment relies on 3
fundamental components. Did you suggest a way
to clarify:
q Goals (“What are your priorities?”)
q Expectations (“What do you expect of me
and other team members?”)
q Process (“How can I or we best
communicate with you?”)

Item #:

15

2:03pm

From: Ariel Scott

Chris, I just met with the surgical
consult for Jim Brown (1207). They
blew up at me because dietary
restrictions were not met this morning
and their procedure has to be
postponed until tomorrow. I verified
that the orders were correct, but they
still blamed me. I felt like a punching
bag! How should I have responded?
Backstory:
You know that this surgical team has had to deal
with a number of similar mistakes this week.

Managing Conflict
When two contradictory perspectives collide in an
emotionally charged situation, making progress
can be challenging. If you choose to dig-in, it’s
likely that the other party will do the same.
However, by focusing on common ground and
accountability, reaching a mutually acceptable
outcome is far more likely. Did you:
q Establish positive intent (“Let’s figure out
what happened and what we need to do
now.”)
q Acknowledge their perspective (“I can see
you’re upset and I’m sorry this happened.”)
q Listen to their side (“Can you explain what
happened from your perspective?”)
q Share your perspective (“I know that we
submitted the orders, but clearly something
broke down in the process.”)
q Explore a mutually acceptable solution
(“What if we re-submit the same orders and
I’ll check both tonight and first thing in the
morning to make sure they were
followed?”)
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Item #:

16

12:27pm From: Mike Cronkovich

Sorry to bother you Chris, but I’m still
thinking about rounds this morning. I
know I didn't do very well, but I don’t
think Ariel should have questioned my
assessment like she did. It really
made me look bad to the team. And it
really bothered me because she and I
had talked about the same issue
during pre-rounds. Sometimes I just
feel like she’s out for herself. I know
we need to challenge each other, but
I think we need to support each other
as well. Do you have any thoughts or
feedback about what I can do
differently?
Backstory:
During rounds this morning, Ariel had a lot of
questions about Mike’s assessment that he had a
hard time answering. It really got him flustered.

Conflict Management & Open Communication
Most people try to avoid conflict situations, which
means when conflict does arise, we tend to try
and address it indirectly. Often we go to
someone else hoping they will fix our problems
(triangulation), but this is rarely effective. As a
leader, our job is not to prevent conflict, but rather
create an environment where conflict can be
quickly and effectively addressed. Did you:
q Reinforce personal responsibility (“I’m
sorry to hear that Mike, but have you
discussed this with Ariel?)
q Create opportunities to raise concerns
before they grow out of control (“During
our team debrief following rounds, I want
us to also discuss how we supported each
other as a team.”)
q Establish a process for effective feedback
(“I also want us to use the SBIA feedback
model so we focus on behaviors rather
than people.”)

Item #:

17

12:11pm From: Phillip Grey

Chis, I’m planning to go out of town on
Wednesday to help my family move
and may run a little late on Thursday.
Is there any chance you could get
someone to cover my sign-out just in
case? I know you prefer that we work
this out on our own, but everyone’s
been too busy to talk today.

Backstory:
This has been a constant frustration for you –
people asking for help with things they should be
responsible for. You’re working hard to create a
team environment, but sometimes you think people
use that as an excuse to ignore personal
responsibility. Most of the time you just handle
requests like this, simply because it’s easier than
pushing back.

Managing & Delegation
For many of us, it’s far easier to do something
ourselves rather than delegating it to others. This,
however, limits our ability to do the things we need
to be doing. Unfortunately, we often
unintentionally train people to push things back on
us to solve when we don’t follow through and hold
them responsible. The art of delegation requires
clarity and realistic expectations. Did you:
q Set clear expectations (“Phillip, I’d really
like you to handle this on your own.”)
q Ensure expectations are reasonable (“Most
of the staff have been around today, so you
should be able to figure it out.”)
q Establish clear next steps (“Just let me
know by the end of the day what you work
out.”)
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Email (most recent at top)

Item #:

18

From: Sue Armstrong
Subject: Fellowship Follow-up
Date: September 15, at 3:06:14 PM EDT
To: Chris Adkins
Dear Chris,
This is Sue Armstrong with Southern Square Hospital. You had interviewed with us last week. We have a few
additional questions to discuss with you regarding a possible fellowship. If you would, please let me know if
you can talk tomorrow at either 8:30am or 2:00pm. These are my only openings this week.
Best Regards,
Sue Armstrong
Backstory:
You interviewed with Sue last week regarding a possible fellowship and felt like it went
extremely well. Southern Square is a smaller hospital with the “personal touch” you’ve been
looking for. If they offered you a fellowship, you would probably accept.
Managing Commitments
Balancing schedules and commitments is a constant juggling act for most of us. In this process, one of the
most common mistakes is not keeping the right people informed. This is especially relevant when it involves
previous commitments or responsibilities. Did you:
q Inform the right people (“Alex, I just wanted to let you know I have a short call regarding a possible
fellowship scheduled for 2:00 tomorrow.”)
q Respect your commitments (“I’ve checked that it won’t interfere with the team.”)
q Ensure open communication (“Please let me know if I’ve overlooked anything.”)
Email Etiquette
Mirroring is a powerful communication tool. When people see similarities with others, they feel a greater sense
of comfort and connection. Mirroring is also an important skill for quickly adapting to new situations. Mirroring
can also help you write more effective emails. Did you:
q Use the same or similar opening (matching style and level of formality)
q Follow the same format for the body (matching style, length, and flow)
q Use the same or similar closing (matching style and level of formality)
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Item #:

19

From: Elena Granzberg
Subject: Charts
Date: September 15, at 1:18:11 PM EDT
To: Chris Adkins
Dr. Adkins,
Some of your charts are 3 days late. These need to be completed ASAP.
Elena Granzberg
Residency Program Director
Backstory:
The last few days have been really hectic and you’re running behind on completing several
patient records. Most of this is non-critical information (in your opinion) and you were planning
to have it done in the morning. It should only take an hour or two.
Open Communication and Accountability
One of our most common mistakes is assuming that other people see our thoughts, priorities, and progress the
same as we do. Just because we have a plan for getting something accomplished doesn’t mean anyone else
is aware of that plan… unless we take the time and effort to communicate. Strive to “keep people in the loop”
without overwhelming them with information. Did you:
q Take personal responsibility (“I’m sorry for being behind and for not reaching out first.”)
q Make your thinking visible (“I’ve confirmed with Alex that all critical information is current.”)
q Set clear expectations (“I’ll have all charts updated before tomorrow morning rounds.”)
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Item #:

20

From: Laura Gill
Subject: Research Opportunity
Date: September 15, at 12:36:42 PM EDT
To: Chris Adkins
Dr. Adkins,
I enjoyed our conversation on Friday, but I’m still worried about the time commitment. We’ve worked with
residents in the past with varying levels of success. This is an important project with tight deadlines. If you
think you could manage the schedule we had discussed, I would like to talk further on Monday. Please let me
know so we can schedule a time to talk.
Regards,
Dr. Laura Gill
From: Chris Adkins
Subject: Research Opportunity
Date: September 12, at 2:26:14 PM EDT
To: Laura Gill
Dr. Gill,
I am very interested in the project and would welcome the opportunity to discuss it further. I will call you
tomorrow at 11:00am.
Dr. Adkins
From: Laura Gill
Subject: Research Opportunity
Date: September 12, at 1:16:34 PM EDT
To: Chris Adkins
Dr. Adkins,
I received your voicemail and appreciate your interest in our project. If you would like to discuss this
opportunity, please call me Friday at 11:00am. I look forward to talking with you then.
Regards,
Dr. Laura Gill
Backstory:
Several of the fellowship programs you are interested in require research experience. Alex
recommended that you reach out to Dr. Gill who is very well known for cutting edge research.
This would be a great opportunity, but would be extremely challenging considering your
schedule. You are struggling with the decision.
Decision-Making
We’re faced with countless decisions every day, some easy, some hard. When you’re not sure what to do, go
back to the basics. Did you consider:
q Your goal (“I really do need to build my research credentials in order to get the fellowship I want.”)
q Your options (“This is the only offer I’ve had so far, and I’m not sure what else is out there.”)
q Your evaluation (“Based on their expectations, my involvement would be minimal at best, so I would not
likely get a strong recommendation.”)
q Your decision (“… “)
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Item #:

21

From: Alex Summers
Subject: Wednesday rounds
Date: September 15, at 8:03:12 AM EDT
To: Chris Adkins
Chris, I’m going to have you take care of this on Wednesday. Thanks
AS
Forwarded Message: Original date: Monday, September 14
Alex,
There’s going to be a Board of Director’s meeting on campus this Wednesday, and one of the newer
members wants to attend rounds. Could you make sure that some of our best and brightest interns
present? This board member is not easily impressed but will be an important voice in determining next
years budget!
Thanks,
Robin Pike
Director, Community Central Hospital
Backstory:
It’s not unusual to have additional people attend rounds, but this is a request from the Director.
Leading Change
Change is inherently difficult, and it takes time. As a leader, our goal is to help facilitate this process, and
knowing that people respond to change in a predictable manner helps. Depending on the situation, people will
move from denial, to resistance, to exploration, and finally to acceptance at different rates. But the sooner we
initiate this process the better. Did you:
q Communicate sooner than later (“Hey everybody, we have a new challenge for rounds tomorrow.”)
q Clarify the goals (“We’ll have an observer and our presentations need to be tight.”)
q State the change (“Expectations will be higher and Ariel, I’ll need you to come in too.”)
q Share the plan (“Let’s come in 30 minutes early and review our plans at 8:00 before rounds begin.”)
q Build engagement (“Please let me know if you have concerns or would like to talk tonight.”)
Supporting Leadership
We often find ourselves in situations where we have to support higher-level goals. In these situations, our
immediate focus usually shifts downward, or how we will actually accomplish this goal. We often forget our
upward responsibility, which focuses on both communication and clarification. Did you:
q Acknowledge the request (“Got it Alex. I’ll take care of it.”)
q Reiterate the goal (“I’ll make sure that morning rounds are tight and on-point.”)
q Clarify expectations (“Is there anything specific we can communicate that would help?”)
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Voice Mail (most recent at top)

Item #:

22

Time Received:

3:37pm

This is Michael Wexler, Victoria Wexler’s dad. She was just released this morning, and when I picked her
medications up at the pharmacy this afternoon, the pharmacist said that some of these could have really bad
interactions with her new ADD medications that were just prescribed by our family doctor. Could you call me
back so we can discuss this. I want to make sure that she’ll be OK when she goes back to school. My number
is 337-332-XXXX. Thanks.
Backstory:
Victoria was admitted 3 days ago with dizziness and shortness of breadth. She was treated and
released last night. There were no complications.
Basic Communication
This seems to be a basic request for information. There’s no immediate urgency and it’s not life threatening.
However, waiting to respond could raise additional concerns. If you postpone action, did you:
q Inform Michael when you would get back to him (email or text is fine)
q Clearly state expectations (“please don’t administer ADD meds until I get back to you”)
q Flag the item so you don’t forget to follow-up
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Item #:

23

Time Received:

12:14pm

Hey Chris, it’s Alex. I just had a thought. Remember yesterday when we had our one-on-one and we
discussed how you and I might be using computers in the patient rooms too much? I’d like you to ask the team
for their feedback… maybe tomorrow after rounds. But I’m also afraid that just “asking for feedback” never
seems to get very good results. Can you shoot me back a plan before the end of today about how you could
manage this better tomorrow? Thanks!
Backstory:
Alex has been disappointed in the past when you didn’t do things as expected.
Soliciting and Facilitating Feedback
We see and respond to the world around us based on our own personal perspective, which can be both biased
and limited. Feedback is one of our best opportunities to challenge our perspective, but just asking people for
feedback rarely works. Our ability to solicit feedback in an effective manner is a critical developmental skill.
Using the SBIA feedback model as a guide, did you:
q Establish an expectation for feedback (“Team, I’d like to get some feedback from you later today.”)
q Link feedback to a specific SITUATION (“Could you watch me and Alex during rounds this morning.”)
q Reference a BEHAVIOR (“Pay particular attention to how we’re using computers in the patient rooms.”)
q Consider the IMPACT (“I’d like to hear what message you think this sends to the patients.”)
q Strive for ACTION (“And I’d welcome suggestions for what we can do differently.”)
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Part 3 – Competencies Self-Assessment
A competency is a group of skills and behaviors that contribute to performance. The competencies listed below
are particularly important to the success of health care professionals. As you rate your performance on each
of these competencies, try to identify behaviors that you consider personal strengths, and those that could
benefit you most by improving. The six competencies addressed here are:
Self-Awareness
Communication
Collaboration
Openness
Managing Conflict
Managing Others
For each competency, read the associated description and performance indicators.
1) Check off any performance indicators that apply specifically to you (both positive behaviors that you
need to remember as well as negative behaviors you need to monitor).
2) Rate each competency based on how well you demonstrated the positive indicators during this
exercise using a 1-10 rating scale as follows:
14710 -

You DID NOT demonstrate the positive indicators
You SOMEWHAT demonstrated the positive indicators
You DEMONSTRATED the positive indicators
You DEMONSTRATED WELL the positive indicators

3) After completing the self assessment, please respond to the questions below.
Based on this self-assessment, identify 2-3 personal strengths or talents (be as specific as possible).

Based on this self-assessment, identify 1 or 2 personal challenges that you should be aware of.
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Self-Awareness

(consider items: 4, 13, 18, 19, 20, 23)

Understands how I may be perceived by others; recognizes my perspective is only one of many; actively seeks
feedback; willing to moderate my behavior for the good of others; recognizes my influence on others.
Difficulties include being blindsided by the view of others; unintentionally offending or disrupting others;
insensitivity.
Negative indicators of my performance

Positive indicators of my performance

Doesn’t care what others think
No filter – can easily offend others
Does not regulate behavior
Unaware of own limitations
Can come across as insensitive

Recognizes own strengths and weaknesses
Highly attuned to the impact of their actions
Actively seeks feedback
Adjusts behavior based on the situation
Understands how they come across to others

Self Rating:

---

Positives NOT demonstrated

Communication

1

--2

--3

--4

-o5

--6

--7

--8

--9

10

Positives WELL demonstrated

(consider items: 2, 5, 7, 11, 13, 18, 22)

Expresses myself clearly; specific and concise, but not so concise as to be ineffective; seeks to understand the
views of others; reaches out to people to get to know them and to learn the best mode of communication.
Difficulties might include communication challenges when under pressure; ineffective style selection; and a
tendency to over-utilize one-way communication.
Negative indicators of my performance

Positive indicators of my performance

Uses vague language
Offers too much detail
Too brief or too concise, thus unclear
Demanding, one-way tone
Overly focused on task rather than
relationships

Concise, confident and clear communication
Sticks to the point, few digressions
Conveys a willingness to listen
Suggests spending time with people to build
relationships

Self Rating:

---

Positives NOT demonstrated

Collaboration

1

--2

--3

--4

-o5

--6

--7

--8

--9

10

Positives WELL demonstrated

(consider items: 1, 6, 9, 11, 14, 16, 21)

Proactively involves others in my plans, invites input; encourages collaboration with colleagues; promotes joint
ownership, demonstrates team spirit and uses “we” language instead of over emphasizing “I.” Difficulties might
include working as an individual contributor; internal competition; excessive focus on “me.”
Negative indicators of my performance

Positive indicators of my performance

Issues requests in a one-way fashion
Stresses own need to get things done
Adopts an adversarial tone
Conveys an “Us vs. Them” outlook with “I” or
“Me” language

Regularly asks colleagues for input
Suggests working together on issues
Uses praise and other supportive language,
thus valuing others
Regularly uses “We/Us” instead of “I/Me”

Self Rating:
Positives NOT demonstrated

--1

--2

--3

--4

-o5

--6

--7

--8

--9

10

Positives WELL demonstrated
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Openness

(consider items: 8, 9, 19, 23)

Willing to consider other points of view; listens well; recognizes that each person adds value; and a willingness
to accept criticism and feedback. Difficulties might include poor listening skills; resistance to feedback; and a
low appreciation for the input of others.
Negative indicators of my performance

Positive indicators of my performance

Resistance to feedback, defensiveness
Poor listening skills
Cuts others off mid-sentence
Inflexibility
Over-emphasis on action

Open to, and encourages feedback
Regularly asks colleagues for input
Listens well
Willing to consider different perspectives
Actively explores alternatives

Self Rating:

--1

Positives NOT demonstrated

Managing Conflict

--2

--3

--4

-o5

--6

--7

--8

--9

10

Positives WELL demonstrated

(consider items: 4, 6, 8, 9, 10, 15, 16)

Understands that conflict is natural and can be productive; willing to address conflict in a timely manner;
creates an safe environment; listens and considers all perspectives; is fair and objective. Difficulties include
being conflict avoidant; too aggressive; biased or adversarial.
Negative indicators of my performance

Positive indicators of my performance

Avoids conflict
Reacts emotionally
Assumes an adversarial posture
Defends rather than listens
Focused on winning rather than resolving

Addresses rather than avoids conflict
Responds rather than reacts
Listens carefully and intently
Willing to consider both perspectives
Conclusions are firm but objective

Self Rating:
Positives NOT demonstrated

Managing Others

--1

--2

--3

--4

-o5

--6

--7

--8

--9

10

Positives WELL demonstrated

(consider items: 1, 3, 10, 11, 12, 14, 17, 21)

Builds an effective and efficient team environment; establishes clear goals and expectations; clarifies roles and
responsibilities; provides performance feedback; balances process with results; coaches groups and
individuals; builds alignment and commitment. Difficulties might include unrealistic expectations; assumptions;
excessive focus on self over others; poor communication; arrogance.
Negative indicators of my performance

Positive indicators of my performance

Assumes people understand their roles
Does not clarify expectations
Fails to set clear goals
Does not acknowledge contributions by others
Blames others when mistakes are made

Clarifies goals and expectations
Creates a shared vision
Motivates and builds commitment
Provides performance feedback
Values both people and results
Coaches and mentors others

Self Rating:
Positives NOT demonstrated

--1

--2

--3

--4

-o5

--6

--7

--8

--9

10

Positives WELL demonstrated
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Part 4 – Reflecting On Core Values
Core values represent the themes that are reflected in all we do. As opposed to skills or competencies, these
are our guiding principles that help shape our actions. They act as a compass to help guide our decisions and
keep us on course. Three core values that are especially relevant to the medical profession are Empathy,
Integrity, and Respect. Please reflect on the following:

EMPATHY
Empathy is our capacity to understand and share the feelings of others. From a communications
perspective, it enables us to craft our messages in a way that resonates better with the person we’re
addressing. It also helps us to better understand how people may react and why.
What was one example of where you may have overlooked the importance of empathy?

What is one strategy, tip, or technique regarding being empathetic that you need to remember going forward?

INTEGRITY
Integrity is the quality of being honest and adhering to a set of strong moral principles. It’s doing the right
thing even when no one is watching. It’s being careful when navigating the “grey zone” because you
realize that minor infractions can easily result in significant consequences.
Did your personal integrity influence any of your responses in this simulation? If so, how?

As you reflect on this exercise, what 2-3 words would best describe your “moral code?”

RESPECT
Respect is a feeling of admiration based on abilities, qualities, or achievements. It applies to both yourself
and others, and leads to an air of politeness and consideration. Balancing these two (i.e., self-respect and
respect for others) is important for maintaining objectivity and sincerity.
Identify one example of where you demonstrated respect for others in this exercise and how?

Identify one example of where you demonstrated respect for yourself in this exercise and how?
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Part 5 – Personal Development Plan
The most important part of this exercise is addressing two simple questions: “So what?” and “Now what?”
The foundation of emotional intelligence is built around awareness and action. Capturing your insights from
this exercise will help you better understand your strengths and challenges (“awareness”). But the real benefit
is deciding what to do with this information and how to use it to benefit your professional growth (“action”).

Insights:
What are my 2-3 greatest strengths?

What is one talent that I could develop into a strength?

What personal challenges or vulnerability do I need to be aware of and monitor?

ACTION:
One thing I need to CONTINUE doing that has been effective:

One thing I need to STOP doing that has not been effective:

One thing I need to START doing that will help me be even more effective:
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The Smith Leadership Initiative Story
We are grateful to the Eddie and Jo Allison Smith Family Foundation for funds and
encouragement to practice inter-professional education at the University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill. Eddie encouraged Kenan-Flagler Business School to share
their experience designing and delivering programs to enhance student’s leadership
development with UNC’s School of Medicine (SOM). The partnership started in
2017, when the Smith Leadership Initiative first began offering skill-building activities
in the SOM’s Social & Health System Science curriculum.
Eddie Jr. is the Chief Executive Officer of Grady-White Boats and the son of an
orphan. His father Eddie Sr. left the Junior Order Home of Lexington, NC at 18, with
just $10 in his pocket. He went on to found the catalog and online retailer National
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For many years, Eddie Jr., his deceased wife of 57 years, Jo Allison, and their son,
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demonstrating their appreciation for the care their family has received, and carrying
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Performance Simulation is one of many tools they have made possible for UNC
School of Medicine students to further develop their leadership potential.

Note: To preserve the integrity of this simulation for future students, please maintain the confidentiality of the information contained in this document.
This simulation was designed by Learning Technologies, Inc. in conjuction with The Smith Leadership Initiative
©2018 The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. All rights reserved.
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